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Especially in moments like these, when we are asked to stay at home, our gardens, terraces and verandas represent a
huge resource, able to give us moments of breath, peace and tranquility: a calm atmosphere where to stop and take a
rest, suspended in time and space, poised between dream and reality. Living Divani furnishings are perfect in
accompanying body and mind in relaxing experiences; with their silent elegance made of delicate and sinuous lines,
natural colors and material research, they integrate themselves perfectly in the outdoor spaces, respecting the
spontaneous and lively nature, without renouncing to their style and impeccable trait.

Flow
The Flow rocking chair is the perfect solution on a lush green lawn or on a terrace in the city. It receives the body and
accompanies your relaxation as you vanish into the sunshine, or into a cloud of thought, observing the world from new angles.
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Notes + Rivulet
The Notes table surrounded by the Rivulet chairs represent objects of impeccable lines that transform every break in a precious
occasion to stop, relax and make the most of sharing and interacting with others.
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Here are some projects that show Living Divani products in unique settings, where the common denominator is breathe
freedom, open-air, nature and especially fresh colors and shades. Let yourself be carried away and inspired by these
creations where the furnishings are essential elements in reaching concepts of harmony and refinement.

Sanlorenzo SX76
Piero Lissoni furnishes the interiors of the SX76 superyacht of Sanlorenzo brand, a model that is characterized by
unprecedented and intelligent, rational and practical solutions that do not neglect the balance of volumes and refined elegance.
For this project, the architect chooses some of the proposals of Living Divani upholstered furniture and accessories, among
which Rod family and Confident armchair.
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White Attic
Linearchitects designs an attic in the name of simple and pure lines, shapes and colors which convey a unique elegance and an
experience of peace and comfort.
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Quadrant House
Quadrant House was born as a simple, sunny and relaxing home, and becomes the first residential project, by the
architect Robert Konieczny, able to rotate, somehow following the movement of the sun.
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As you probably already know, the annual edition of Salone del Mobile.Milano has been postponed to 2021.
It represents the right choice, dictated by the emergency and the uncertain situation we are living. But we believe in the
strength of the entire design system, and we are confident that together we will be able to proudly overcome this difficult
moment. Although we must temporarily suspend our production activity, we are grabbing this opportunity to think about
the future and focus on its resources.
We invite you to follow our social profiles and to interact with us to share our sophisticated style and discover always new
and original interpretations of the silent elegance we have always been spokesperson.
Finally, we remind you that our commercial and marketing front offices are always operational, in smart working, and
available for any necessity.
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